Construction Update for the weeks of February 23, 2015 and March 2, 2015

Although contractors carefully stage construction activities to minimize disruption to the surrounding community, the nature of construction work is such that some disruptions will occur. The community should expect the following in the coming weeks:

What is Happening

- Framing partition walls
- Installation of drop ceiling
- Electrical roughing, installation of conduit, boxes and supports
- Duct work, installation of copper lines, and work on cold and hot water system lines
- Plumbing work on 3rd, 4th and 5th floors
- Roughing for fire sprinkler system
- Terrazzo floor installation in 4th floor entry and elevator lobby
- Construct brick wall at 5th floor bathroom

What to Expect

The community should expect the following in the coming weeks:

- Delivery of materials
- Some noise due to construction-related activities
- Corridor traffic and noise
- Removal of construction debris

*Please note that all activities are subject to change based on weather and other field conditions*

Need More Information?
You can find updated project information at [http://facilities.columbia.edu/muddbuilding](http://facilities.columbia.edu/muddbuilding). Should you have any questions or concerns about this project, please call the Columbia University Facilities Services Center at (212) 854-2222 or e-mail projx@columbia.edu, 24 hours a day, seven days a week.